Making life easy

Stay in the loop.
Power up sustainably.

Ever run out of batteries unexpectedly? Annoying,
isn’t it? Why not simplify things and say goodbye to
weekly battery changes with the eCharger from
Siemens.
This innovative product both powers and takes care
of your rechargeable hearing instrument overnight,
giving you the peace of mind to just get on with your
day with perfect hearing.

The information in this document
contains general descriptions of the
technical options available, which
do not always have to be present in
individual cases and are subject to
change without prior notice.
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eCharger. The rechargeable
solution for care-free hearing.

Answers for life.

Good for you, good
for the environment
Now you can combine the best hearing
experience with the knowledge that you’re
doing something that will benefit the next
generation.
The reliability and convenience of just a single battery
change each year, is also great for our environment, cutting
down on waste batteries.
Simply place your Pure™ or Motion™ hearing instruments
in the eCharger overnight, and within six hours they will be
powered up, ready for your busy day ahead. In addition, the
eCharger’s Electronic Drying Function protects your hearing
instruments from moisture damage ensuring long term
reliability.

Powerful benefits
Ease of use
Improve your hearing without
having to bother with all those tiny
batteries.

Siemens offers the most comprehensive
range of hearing instruments on the market,
so you’re sure to find a solution that suits
both your hearing loss and individual taste.

Eco-friendliness
Your rechargeable hearing instruments reduce battery waste by
using roughly 1 pair of batteries per
year instead of nearly 52 batteries
or more.

Pure

Pure is a line of rechargeable
RIC (receiver-in-canal) hearing
instruments that combines the
most advanced hearing technology with an almost invisible,
ultra-small size so you can be
confident about the way you
look and your hearing. Pure
automatically adjusts your
volume and program settings to
match your surroundings for a
completely customized hearing
experience.

Motion

Motion is a family of rechargeable BTE (behind-the-ear)
solutions that are tough enough
to be low maintenance, yet
gentle enough to be comfortable
to wear. Motion lets you adjust
the volume or programs to your
liking, or you can go fully automatic and let the clever Motion
do it all for you.

Reliability
Our eCharger dries and refreshes
your hearing instruments overnight
for maximum performance every day.

Convenience
After six hours of charging, the
eCharger’s indicator light tells you
your hearing instruments are ready
to go for your busy day.

Discretion
Rechargeable Pure and Motion
instruments mean no more embarrassing dead battery surprises.

Mobility
Take charging on the road with
our optional car charger accessory.

With both Pure and Motion, you can skip the hassle
of changing your hearing instruments’ batteries with
our state-of-the-art eCharger.

